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F E A T U R E S

24/7/365 Monitoring
IntelliSee artificial intelligence software monitors your 
environment by analyzing, in real-time, all of your digital camera 
feeds. It provides reliable oversight and risk notification all day 
every day to keep your facility safe and secure.

Affordable Security Enhancement
IntelliSee Al software integrates with all major commercial  
security camera brands to increase the value and ROl of your 
existing surveillance camera investment by adding affordable  
Al monitoring and alerting. 

Constant AI Learning
IntelliSee's deep-learning Al constantly evolves and improves 
through self-learning algorithms which are trained against a  
growing database of incidence footage. 

Seamless Integration
IntelliSee uses a simple, non-disruptive connection to monitor  
real-time footage across multiple cameras with no downstream 
impact. The software integrates smoothly with all major VMS 
manufacturers. 

Detect a Variety of Threats 
More than just weapon detection, IntelliSee also defends your 
organization against more common safety risks such as trespassers, 
unauthorized vehicles, building leaks, slip/fall risks, loitering, and 
fallen persons.

Customizable Parameters  
Setup your system for your own use and application. Everything from 
establishing geofencing to setting probability thresholds to who and 
how alerts are distributed can be set to your specific needs. 

lntelliSee's Al-powered risk mitigation platform helps schools, hospitals, and businesses strengthen their approach to organizational safety. 
The lntelliSee platform proactively protects against day-to-day risks including slipping hazards, fallen persons, trespassing, loitering, and un-
authorized vehicles as well as more critical incidents such as weapon detection and violent acts. When overlayed with existing video surveil-
lance systems, lntelliSee continually monitors live camera feeds to detect threats in real time. Once a threat is detected, instant alerts provide 
pre-determined stakeholders with the situational awareness and context needed to act quickly to prevent harm. IntelliSee is offered through 
AtlasIED as part of its security technology solution which includes IPX series of IP endpoints and InformaCast mass notification software
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A Smarter, Proactive Approach

ALERT - Weapon Detected

Detect drawn weapons before shots are fired to 
avoid a potentially catastrophic situation.

ALERT - Slip Risk Detected

Mitigate slip and fall risks before an incident.

ALERT - Trespass Detected

Detect trespassers or loitering in specified 
locations, dates and times. 

IntelliSee in Action
Autonomous threat detection to proactively prevent incidents and to speed response. 
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One simple platform detects multiple risks from the common to catastrophic
IntelliSee adds a complementary layer of security to your surveillance without adding personnel, 

disruptive renovations or expensive updates.  


